
  

 To Ms Allana Gillis 

Commision Secretary 

BCUC 

 From Vern Ruskin skipsalty@gmail.com 
To: Commission Secretary BCUC: 

============================================= 

 Dear Commission Secretary 

 

 I would like to submit evidence at June public hearing and if need be answer questions 

 I want to help BCUC with global view of paper  and email  

 I suggest independent checks needed by BCUC   and  BC needs your prudency comments  

  

GLOBAL VIEW 

Focus on     biggest questionable items 

          Re BCH  

1   Flying Blind 25 years 

1  Endless Rate Spiral- halt and reverse 

2  Site C  $7.9npv or round 11 billion, Unreliable Costs 

3 -Energy Starvation in Midst of Plenty 

4- 2Billion+ Deferred “Intergenerational” Rate Time Bombs 

5 –BCH Top Responsible-Wrong incentive & culture 

6-Help BCUC  

------------------------------------------- 

I  earlier sent you a list of details marked E1,2 etc  

I  prefer not to go into details in my presentation , and sent them just in case of questions 

  

 I  am travelling in third world  and aplogise I  have  typos ,formatting and poor local internet and computer  
problems, and sending copies  to all  the  intervenors So  I would  greatly  appreciate your staff help to 
forward  them in the right manner 

  

Thank you for your help 
Sincerely 
Vernon Ruskin ,ret P.Eng  PhD 
  
V.W.Ruskin and Associates Ltd 
3811 Pt Grey Road Vancouver BC V6R 1B3 
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EVIDENCEVR040412 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

Dear Commision SECRETARY 

 

I (and  I  note other interveners) deplore the  BCH rate spiral 

plus the “deferred” rate time bombs for our kids, which BCH call 

“intergenerational”  

   

I note BCUC is asked to approve expenditures in F2012 -2014 

including current and deferred charges for generation and  for 

planning. I pointed out to BCUC in 2010 that  the Columbia River 

Treaty comes up for  re-negotiation in Sept 2014 , which is in 

F2014. It appears the  BCH application makes no  specific 

provision for it . 

 

I wrote a letter to Premier Ms. Christy Clark who kindly replied 

and passed it  to Energy Minister Mr Coleman who passed it  to 

ADM Maclaren 

  

.On Nov 8, 2011 the ADM  said  he is against offering added firm 

energy supply to the United States or adding to the generating 

capacity of the Columbia River  in  BC.  

 

  It amounts to a policy of “Energy Starvation in the Midst of 

Plenty"  which  causes “Needless Global Warming” 

  

 Here on this side of the border sit 4 million people in BC with 

50,000 gwhrs of UNTAPPED, relatively inexpensive, carbon-free, 

hydroelectric  energy, enough for 4.5 million homes &  13 

million people.  It is UNUSED, it is surplus  to BC‟s needs.  We 

won‟t need such an increment of capacity in this province for 

years.   *1 

  

There, on the other side of the border, sit 48 million people in 

three US  Pacific Coast States (CA,WA,and OR) planning 

multiple  gas-fired  electric plants, shooting  millions of tons 

carbon skywards.*2 

  



In 2014 the Columbia River Treaty (CRT) is up for re-negotiation.  

This presents a “never come again” opportunity for BC to offer 

the US  about 13,000 gwhrs of firm dependable power 

,(representing about 1/4 of the untapped BC surplus , 

 

     It‟s enough for 1.5 million homes and 4.5 million US 

consumers, for sale to the Americans at a fixed  “inflation-

proof” price ,spanning 30 years (just like WAC Bennett did) and 

SAVE 16 MILLION TONS /year  CARBON &GLOBAL WARMING. 

(50 times more than shutting down Burrard thermal plant) 

 

  Such a bold move would be  appreciated by ratepayers  and 

British Columbians as an expression of  leadership and vision, 

comparable to that of WAC Bennett some 60 years ago 

  

Such a transaction, if it could be negotiated, would, over 30 

years  also save WA, CA and OR about  $ 12 billion in electric 

bills compared to fossil fuel fired plants. 

  

How reliable are these global estimates?  Well, I can claim 

some expertise in the subject.  I am a retired    professional 

engineer  and uninvolved politically , I  helped direct the  

engineering studies underlying the original Columbia River 

Treaty, signed 1961 by Pres. Eisenhower and Prime Minister 

Diefenbaker and later ratified in 1964 by Premier WAC Bennett.     

*3 

  

That first Columbia River Treaty brought $ billions of  power and 

flood control benefits to both countries and still brings to BC 

dollar compensation which ranges from $150 million up to $800 

million per year depending on market prices in the USA.    *5 

  

British Columbia chose a radically different electrical supply 

strategy over the past decade.  As a result, today BC is saddled 

with $18 billions of 25-year IPP contracts, and a costly Site C 

Project.  That is over the probable lifetime of perhaps five 

different future governments.  It would be difficult to reverse 



those decisions now, but they need not inhibit the bold new 

electrical supply strategy which I advocate. 

  

 I  believe ratepayers and the  BC public  would prefer  bold 

new strategies for lower rates,  thousands more  jobs and 

reducing Carbon  Global  warming.  What I am advocating 

could be a keystone of such a strategy. 

  

Thus, I see the upcoming  2014 Columbia River Treaty re-

negotiations  one  „never come again‟ chance   to bring  

billions of dollars each year into BC, while helping to halt the 

otherwise inevitable upward and non-stop spiral of BC Hydro 

rates  for ratepayers.  This is a deferred electric rate time bomb 

for our kids. 

  

Since 2009 I have talked with many people about my vision.  I 

have talked with BC Hydro, I have talked with former Minister 

Bill Bennett, I have talked with NDP Energy Critic Horgan, and all 

of these persons have been positive.  I wrote Ministers 

Coleman, Hansen, Falcon and  Premier Clark and received 

polite replies, but nothing was done for 3 years while the treaty 

clock ticks.  The official chorus is, “we‟re looking into it”. 

  

In 2011, as I understand it, Ralph Sultan, MLA became one of 

two Treaty advisors. He‟s a professional engineer, a former 

employee of BC Electric Company, a former Harvard 

Economics professor, and now, one of the govt supporters in 

the BC Liberal caucus. I was encouraged that he agreed my 

idea merits serious investigation        .*4 

  

Nature has been kind to British Columbia.  Unlike Alberta, our 

province‟s untapped hydro resources are  clean, sustainable, 

renewable, and as free as the  rain and snow falling   from our 

skies.    *1 

  

,US politics come into play. Americans are heading into an 

election year   They would be attracted to the promise of long-



term “inflation-proof” electrical energy, creating jobs & 

avoiding millions of tons of carbon shooting skywards. I have 

extensive American contacts. They believe that a new 

US/Canada ”Win-Win”  COLUMBIA TREATY  is possible    *6 

  

In 2013 BC politicians, likewise head into elections.  Voters may 

appreciate the concept of making  BC  energy-prosperous just 

like Alberta.  This would generate more money for BC 

education, more money for hospitals, cutting wait times and 

halting and reversing the BC Hydro rate spiral which is 

squeezing  ratepayers‟ pockets, and hitting our kids with 

deferred rate time bombs ,  

     A new CRT could  also create thousands of jobs, and save 50 

times more Carbon than with Bill 17 which  shut Burrard Thermal 

plant down  

  

       I  wanted, once again, to point out  the opportunities –   

both economic and  environmental  -- which  BCH can 

achieve,  by reviving  the  " good neighbour" policies of  US 

President Eisenhower. and  Canada's PM Diefenbaker and BC 

Premier WAC  Bennett , which over  50 years   brought  $billions 

of flood control and electric power  benefits  to both countries ,( 

a shining example of international cooperation  unlike today's  

conflicts elsewhere)  *5 

   

I  submit some  evidence in support of the  idea below  

     Sincerely  

Vernon Ruskin 

 

======================================== 

 BACKUP   pl  print  and attach on separate sheets, 

================================================== 

Ref 1* Leaving out Fraser River because of salmon run the 

following table  is rough estimate of some , but not all , BC 

untapped hydro,***Peace C is expensive,but most others are 

half the cost/mwhr 

----------( Ref  10 BCH LTAP 2008)------------   



 Columbia *            13000 +gwhrs    (*using  USACE data shown  

in Treaty)                                   

 Peace Site   C***    4600 

             High E          8500 

Elaho                          945 

   Homathko-- 

Mosley                     1473 

Waddingt                 2121 

Nude                          914 

 McGregor                1673 

   Liard--- 

Devils                       14112 

Low Bear                    6701 

Hells C                        4012 

  Iskut-- 

More                              701 

Canyon                       3592 

                              -------------- 

SUBTOT                       51631 gwhrs 

===================================================

=================== 

   Ref *2--, the facts are  (Ref 20,21) 

( Emissions Lbs per Billion BTU Energy Input 

 

 

Natura

l Gas 
Oil Coal 

Carbon 

Dioxide 

117,00

0 
164,000 208,000 

Carbon 

Monoxid

e 

40 33 208 

Nitrogen 

Oxides 
92 448 457 

Sulfur 

Dioxide 
1 1,122 2,591 

Particulat

es 
7 84 2,744 

Mercury 0.000 0.007 0.016 



  

*3  Refs I  attach files with refs daveref and my quals qualverrev  

*    For 5 years   I was Director of Planning for BC Electric1,the 

predecessor of BC Hydro.I directed the planning and 

engineering  of every one of the “heritage” plants BCH now 

uses including Peace and Columbia  that gave BC the second 

lowest power cost in Canada for 50 years    * 

  

* *4  Ralph Sultan MLA P,Eng PhD/1-604-981-0050   

ralph.sultan@gmail.com* 

      

  *5    JOHN HYDE**   BPA‟s s Principal Power Engineer wrote July 

2010 (ref 35 , HYDROVISION) 

   “ The  Columbia River Treaty..  increased downstream 

hydropower generation and flood control, providing billions of 

dollars of benefits for the two countries…  “       U.S. Army Corps 

of Engineers  estimate ..Columbia… reservoir regulation 

reduced flood damages in the U.S. during 1972, 1974, and 1997 

by $260, $306, and $379 million,“         

   

   *6   Feb 17/2009  at the White House,Pres. OBAMA** stated to 

CBC :      "No country in isolation is going to be able to solve this 

problem,"     "The dilemma that Canada faces, the United States 

faces..is how do we obtain the energy …in a way that„s not 

rapidly accelerating climate change 

------------------------------------------------------------------  

================================================= 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------ 

 

E2  

 a/ 1 Adobe file  

       file with 1  newspaper map of Columbia , and 2 BPA load forecasts for 

CA and PNW WA and OR 

 b/  1  Word file with various references I  use in my evidence 

    (these are files I made for Dave Hermann,an engineer at the Canadian 

desk at he US state Dept in DC  when he called  me on July1,2011. I 

reported the call to BCH and BC Energy minister and Ottawa Foreign 

Minister)  



 

------------------------------------------- 

 

 E3 

 VR CH6    

 BCH Rate Spiral 

 

Year    #                       RATE   INCREASE     Coleman  Panel        

        ===========          ==========            ======= 

2010                                   0 base year  

2014    3                          32%                         18.9 to 16.6%         

2015    5                          48% 

2020   10                         91%                              

2035   25                       192%                            

============================================ 

Rate Reduction Options 
F2012 F2013 F2014 3 Year 
Cumulative 
(Existing) Rate increase as filed in Revenue 
Requirements Application (smoothed over 3 
years) 
9.73% 9.73% 9.73% 32.1% 
Option 1 - Rate increase after panel and 
BC Hydro identified initiatives (smoothed over 3 
years) 
5.9% 5.9% 5.9% 18.9% 
Option 2 - Rate increase after initiatives 
(assuming 8% in F2012 as per interim rate 
increase and smoothed over F2013 and 2014) 
8.0% 3.9% 3.9% 16.6% 

-------------------------------- 

 “Ref 37   BCH  application  to BCUC july 2011for Dawson Creek/Chetwynd Area    

Transmission Project, Appendix I Rate Impact Model” Sched 27 item 12    Shows Future 

Revenue requirements for “Typical Customer Bill” with “ F2010 = 100%”  and projects u  

1 to 25     years to 2035 ,91% incr 10 years,192% in 25 yrs.  

============================ 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 

E4- 

Ref       , RPC=Review of BC Hydro report to Premier Clark Aug 2011 

      “ Due to the regulatory environment and the corresponding corporate culture 
in BC Hydro, "being the best” and the resulting desire to have the gold standard is 
not necessarily for lowest cost or greatest value for money. “(for ratepayers) 
 
        “The corporation is focussed on justifying incremental rate increases and 
associated costs” 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

E5  
 

 

Honourable Christy Clark 



Premier 

Province of British Columbia 

Parliament Buildings, Victoria BC, V8V 1X4 

Honourable Rich Coleman 

Minister of Energy and Mines 

Province of British Columbia 

Parliament Buildings, Victoria BC, V8V 1X4 

Dear Madam/Sir: 

We are honoured to present the 2011 review of BC Hydro. 

_______________________________ 

John Dyble 

Deputy Minister to the Premier, Cabinet Secretary and Head of the BC Public Service 

________________________________ 

Peter Milburn 

Deputy Minister, Ministry of Finance 

______________________________ 

Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland 

A/Deputy Minister, Ministry of Advanced Education 

Victoria, BC 

June 2011 

Enclosure 

============================================================ 

 

E6 

 

BCH  Failure To Plan & show Future Rates 

------------------------------------------------  

1/Any decision to build or  add any plant  which will last OVER 25 YEARS ,or 

purchase25 year or longer “Take-or pay”  contracts  ,regardless whether all  

power offered can be  sold or not, is  an irreversible cost of energy that will affect 

rates for OVER 25 YEARS.  In that time  MLA‟s and  the ruling political party may 

switch 5 times,  but no party can  change the impact of  earlier decisions . 

  

2/  But  well- meaning MLA;s of ANY PARTY  ,BC Hydro directors,  BCH 

management, and BCUC  CANNOT BE BLAMED for any  past decision,  when they 

must fly blind  and never see an unvarnished 25 YEAR perspective. 

  BCHydro just gives them a 6 year   LTAP“Long Term? Plan” with glossy 

“green” pr , but  fails to give future  energy costs and  rates with their plan, It 

shows load forcast fo 25 years but only 6 years  of  energy supplies with  i only 

one plan without alternatives  Ref9.10 

----------------------------------------------\ 

E7 

 

AMPC is also concerned with BC Hydro’s suggestion that the Commission should 

avoid considering some of the B.C. Energy Objectives contained in the Clean 

Energy Act during this proceeding given an imminent tariff review  

and Integrated Resource Plan (“IRP”) decision, i.e.,  

proceed on the basis that the cart should be put before the horse 

----------------------------------------------------- 



E8  

Dal Grauer, was the president of BC Electric, the predecessor of BCH  

He  said “My decision today will affect the company‟s costs, profits and its rates 

for 25  years  or longer life of plants and contracts” .I  insist on getting a yearly 

updated  25 year “power policy “ report with load forecast and  all  feasible  

different alternative plans for generation and transmission showing costs and 

future rates. 

       

      Grauer wanted   no brown-nosers and was famed for saying “If you agree 

with me every time, one of us is superfluous, ”He hired me as director of planning  

1955-60 t, He said :” I may not accept your recommended plan because of 

intangibles, but I must know what that will cost  me and ratepayers over the next 

25 years. BCH  and BCUC can learn a lot  from  Grauer. 

, Following his lead,I planned every single”  heritage “plant that BC Hydro uses 

today, including Peace and Columbia ,which gave BC the second-lowest power 

rates in Canada for nearly 50 years   

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

E9 
 
„BC Hydro operates in a rate regulated environment where accounting 
policies allow the use of regulatory accounts to defer amounts for future 
recoveries or refunds, subject to the approval of the British Columbia 
Utilities Commission. In the absence of rate-regulation, these amounts 
would be included as revenues or expenditures when incurred‟. 
================================================= 
E10 
 
“The projected planning expenditures to March 31, 2014 are 
forecast to be $425M as shown in the table below 
                    FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 Grand Total 
Expenditures $123 M     $157 M  $96 M           $376 M 

 
A key component of planning is the service delivery options analysis which 
considered DSM, natural gas, coal, biomass, geothermal, solar/tidal, small 
hydro and large hydro. The portfolio of available options included wind, 
small hydro and some biomass types.” 
 

============================ 

E11 The following is evidence from a book I am writing( C 2012) 

 Chapter 6 

 6.1  BC Rate Spiral 
Oct 16/2010 A”Vancouver Sun” Editorial  predicted “ Get Ready to pay 

more for power, a lot more …..We are in favour of encouraging.. 

alternative energy ..,but not at any price”(Ref 18) 

 



The Editor was right .In 2011, BCH biggest expenses were   IPP 

contracts. Before “deferring a  quarter of IPP costs,  amounting 

to 233  million ,to a” non-heritage deferred account” which  

hyped  BCH  paper income, IPPs  cost $943  million, (66  % of  

total energy cost) ,but supplied only 20 %  of BCH  energy sales.       

           

6.2  

BCH is now stuck with aprox $18 bllion of IPP contracs for 25 

years 

BCH stated  new IPP contracts cost   $124/mwhr ,but BCH  rates  

get only $62/mwhr from average customers., losing  $62/mwhr 

on every new sale     

         

         Ordinary  business would go bankrupt selling  product  at    

half cost to every new customer.  

 

But Hydro has a Monopoly “certificate of Convenience and 

Necessity” from BCUC ,  and  in June 2011, in their‟ DCAT‟                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

(Dawson Creek added Transmission)Application Appendix, let” 

d cat out of the bag  

“Ref 37   BCH  application  to BCUC july 2011for Dawson Creek/Chetwynd Area    

Transmission Project, Appendix I Rate Impact Model” Sched 27 item 12    Shows 

Future Revenue requirements for “Typical Customer Bill” with “ F2010 = 100%”  

and projects u  1 to 25     years to 2035 ,91% incr 10 years,192% in 25 yrs. Says  

Bear wind farms are “undependable”  

=============================================================- 

E 12 

 

.ROE   

                       BC H       Manitoba H      Saketchewan Pwr 

YEAR                2011             2011              2009 

ROE                 21.53%         5.44%            6.5% 

  

 But you can t have your cake and eat it too 

 For BC to have the similar low rates like Manitoba , The ROE  

and revenue requirement  must be as low 

 



But BCH  accountant CEOs  apply for an 21.53% ROE income, 

about 4 times higher than Manitoba:”,deferring true cash 

expenses,while borrowing  money for new services at round 

4.4% in this recession on BC.s AAA credit 

 

 BCH didn‟t  actually earn the  $510 million cash” return on 

equity” dividend they paid to the BC government. They 

borrowed $600 million  from bondholders  to pay  that 

much .Is ok legal in BC. Could be questianable in a  US 

company 

 

 =========================================== 

  

     Both IPPs and Site C will need  25 years of non-stop politically 

painful future rate increases. that will  squeeze the pockets of 

BC voters . In 25 years  the govt may change 5 or more times,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

so political finger pointing is no                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

solution and may boomerang  when the opposition inherits                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

the same 25 year IPP contracts, 

  

I have proposed one non-partisan solution (new CRT)  

================================================= 

E12 

6.5 

 From Chapter  3   

Q what is cost of US gas fired Power Plants 
 

Ref 33/Power Plants: Characteristics and Costs 

which was submitted to the US CONGRESS in 2008 
www.fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/RL34746.pdf 

 

The capital and operating costs don’t change ,but the 

natural gas fuel cost is the  controlling item 

 Here are forecast US EIA “low” projections for nat gas  
And rounded cost of gas fired plant  power in $/mwhr 
 
 EIA “     1992              2011    2020   2030     2040     2050                                                                           
                     
 $/mcf app                                                                                                                                  
NGas      1.05   3.00     4.00     6.41    7.48      9.17      11.24     15                                       

http://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/RL34746.pdf


               ====   ====  =====  =====  =====  ====     ====  === 
NG Thermal Plants  
                                                                                                                                                                              
Fuel          4     12        16          26          30       37        45          60 
O&M       2        2        2              2           2          2          2           2 
Cap Ch     30      30      30           30          30       30        30         30                                                      
  --------- 
TOT          36      44     48          58            62       69         77       92 
=================================================================    
E13 

----------------------------------------------------- 

6.6  Lower $/mwhr   With US Financing  

------------------------------------------- 

Q5 ,Why are $/mwhr  for BC projects round  ¼  to 1/3 lower if financed in 

US, “?  
  

A= SFU 1974 Ref 37,  BC Hydro Chairman Dr Shrum;”Why is it that Canada‟s 

export of hydro is limited to a small fraction of.. total output?”..”Hydro 

developments are capital intensive.. sensitive to economy of scale…. 

Those… could have developed larger.. lower cost plants, if they could 

have exported the surplus until their own loads developed.” 

  

DrShrum and WAC Bennett  knew their facts when they  insisted on the 

WAC Bennett recipe  in 1964 , with financing supplied by the US 

,compared to the $/mwhr if financed   by  BCH 

  

A= backup data  below show  why US financing is ¼ to 1/3 lower  than 

what  BCH  stated to BCUC (Ref  )how BCH  calculates their figures for 

$/mwhr 

-----------------------   

  

                BC        US       

Return o Equity  12.75% *         7.0%   ** mix of private9% & public utiliy5% 

%                            30%              20%           consortium  

  

Debt Int                  5.25 %           3.65%      

%                            70%                80%     

  

WACC                   7.50                4.32                 

ADD 

 Dep 75 years SL   1.33                1.33                                     

Op & Maint           0.5                   0.5        

                              ------            --------- 

TOT annual  ch    9.33 %             6.i5%     - 

-----------------------------------------------  

Compare           100%             66%                  
  



Note             i/ US is 33% cheaper(Ref  Opco Mar 19 2011)  

                      Ii/ * I  conservatively used BCH 12.75 %  on equity ,      

.                             though Actual BCH equity return was 18.38% in 2010  and 

 21.53% in  2011 

================================================== 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  E 14 

  

From Chapter2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

Cost of  BC Untapped Major Hydro 

=========================== 

 using BCH own estimates in Ltap 2008 ,here is the cost of 

Untapped  Major Hydro with BCH and with US financing 

 

======================================== 
                       Peace Site C           Low     High         Columbia 

Plant             EsT 2011     2005       Site E     E          Border Murphy   

MW                    1100       900          675     1800        275       275 

Gwhr                 5100?    4600        3210     8500      1418    1794 

 

Direct Constr 

$millions                                          445     1009         703      493 

 

Tot  or est                                        560      1315         989      648 

 

 BCH Inflated 

Est  2008                           3300     2547       5769        1117     1543 

Est 2011 npv    7900 **   

 

$/mwhr              87 npv         

W  BCH Finan      132          61          68         58             68       73       

 

W US Finance    na              na         46         39             44        48      

======================================================= 

 
 

=========================================== 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

Plant                 Elaho                   Homathko        MGregor 

                                           Mosley   Wadd   Nude 

MW                        200       290          420        185        360 

Gwhr                     945       1473       2121       964      1673 

 

DirecT Const 

$ millions               329          550         521       291       290 



 

Tot or est                467          726         685        383      382 

 

BCH Inflated 

Est 2008               1116         1757        1655       926      1117 

 

$/mwhr  

Prorated  

W BCH Finan           100        101           102          67        57 

 

W US Finance           67           67             44          55       38 

 

============================================== 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 Plant                                    Liard                         Iskut 

                           Devils     beaver  HellsG     More Canyn 

MW                     2490      1128         700         170      810 

Gwhr                 14112      6701        4012         701    3592 

11258 

Direct Const 

$ millions            2319        2535        680         309      858 

 

Tot or est             2890        3163       854         382      1047 

 

BCH Inflated 

Est 2008              6986        7647       2065        923       2596   

 

$/mwhr low 

Prorated       

W BCH Finan          43            98           44          113          62 

 

W US Finance        29             66            30          75           42 

==============================================      
Bottomline, 

with US  Financing the cost per mwhr of over half of the untapped  hydro 

plants cost less than $48/mwhr, which is the expected cost of new gas 

fired plant  with $4/mcf gas, which is the average over last 10 years , 

 

=========================================== 
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-Chapter 4 



Overlooked Columbia 

-------------------------------- 

right in the original CRT  and other published data (Ref Chapter 4      )  

--------------------------------------------------                                                                                        

,                               BC                                       Downstream US                                                                                   

Detail                      (Trail)                                        Dalles OR 

Ave Flow MAF*         72  (68%)                              107 (100%) 

Drops *                      1300 FT                                 1200 FT Per USACE  

  Present 2011         3800 mw  (21%)                 18200 mw (100%) 

BCH plan                 5800 ? 

 PRORATED         12300mw (68%)                     18200 mw (100%)-----------------------

-------------------------------------------- 

Untapped 2014 

Ditterence               6500 mw                                    0               --------------------------

------------------------------------------  

 Est  VR UNTAPPED EST 

 feasible say  about half 

                                   3000 mw                                  0 

at 50% lf=                 13140 gwhrs 

 ==================================== 
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   In 1974, ten years after the Columbia river treaty (CRT) was 

ratified by BC  , participants were invited to give retrospective  

lectures at SFU(Ref 36) 

         BCH Co-Chairman Shrum :“I don‟t think you can blame Mr 

Bennett…me (Dr Shrum)..Dr Keenleyside ,because we „re not 

engineers”..,   



“The One thing The Negotiation Committee  failed to do, .and 

that was to to have competent ..thoroughly experienced  staff 

advisers”…”They didn‟t use the engineers from BC Electric.” 

     ”Now the Americans had very  experienced backup people  

on their team from United States Army Corps of Engineers  and 

from Bonneville Power Admin,- first class people” 

========================================== 
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From Chapter 4 

 

 Overlooked Duncan Dam  

/Duncan has sat 50 years without generators but  3600 cfs ave flow is given by 

USACE right in the Treaty .  

Junior  engineers know 2.66 million ft.lbs are 1 kwh, and 3600cfs  flow is 1.34 

million gallons per minute. Thats like  1.3 million 1-gallon water bottles per minute 

dropping 100 ft . Any layman can understand that‟s enough to turn waterwheels. 

That could produce app 219 gwhr and 100 mw   shaped for winter peak loads, 

and enough for over 20,000 new BC homes 
----------------------------------- 
 BCH doesn‟t have  to build a new dam, nothing more gets flooded. 

 You just have to add  a new powerhouse.  

 

4.5 Overlooked: Arrow-(Keenleyside) 

------------------------- 

“ High “Arrow was renamed Keenleyside . It  sat  35 yrs without generators 

.Then it was retrobuilt with a  powerhouse for  only185 MW .    

    However USACE  states it has 39,000 cfs average    flow   , That‟ s  like 

14.5 million 1 gallon water bottles dropping 100ft every minute.Any junior 

engineer could  calculate that  would produce round 2380 gwhrs  and 650 

MW load shaped  per Treaty . But only 185 MW was installed by BCH. 

So another powerhouse with 465 mw seems possible. 

 

 In 2010  US engineer J.Hyde of BPA( ref 35 )  wrote” , After 2024 …BC 

may operate Mica, Arrow, and Duncan as it desires,… except .. for,, flood 

control ,,.. Libby coordination and Kootenay River diversion options 

continue. ..Arrow‟s operation  may be quite different…. “ 

---------------------------------------------- 
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Overlooked :Murphy and Border 

________________________ 



    BCH own “gold-plated” Cost estimates  for these ( “green” run of river 

plants?)  on the Columbia were given by By BCH in LTAP 1008. 

 They are previously shown in Table    above .   

. With US finance its in he order of  $48 /mwhr for Murphy and $44 for 

Border.  

 

4.8 Overlooked Duncan,Arrow,Murphy ,Border total  

======================================== 

Bottomline Building all 4 plants could produce1100 MW, 

 as much power as Site C at half the cost, 

        

Site C is now well underway by BCH  

,but regardless of that         , 

   Why must BC spill and waste  Columbia basin flows  without turning 

water wheels,? Why is BCH  throwing $millions down the river ?. 

      

 US doesn‟t care because they end up with the same  flow at Grand 

Coulee either way 

=========================================== 
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4.9 More Overlooked Untapped Columbia plants 

------------------------------------------------------ 

       As BCH Co- Chairman Keenleyside said ,over 100 plant designs  lie  

buried in BCH archives  and in Ottawa, ( Ref 36 approxI have vainly 

requested  that BCH review them since 2009 and tried to get permisiion  

for BCH engineers from their  Energy Minister 

      today as a starter,  they  clearly  merit re-investigation now that clean 

hydro power is short. 

      ,As  former 1955-60 BCE director of planning with a 45 person team,I 

recall around 24 different alternative sized plants on the Columbia, which 

we designed, and I personally delivered to Gen MacNaughton in Ottawa 

in 1958. 

      At the time , MacNaughton was scoffed at both in BC and Ottawa 

about his 50/50 sharing  idea for “Downstream Benefits” by US and 

Canada. He joked;” The  Americans  accuse me of wanting good US 

dollars for Rain and Snow that falls free from the sky every year in BC”. But  

today everyone can see it was a WIN-WIN Treaty for both countries. 

============================================== 
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4.1 The BCH May 2011 Press Release  and information sheets regarding 

Site C   showed an artist pr picture of Site C and included the following  



“Site C Video Shot List May 2011, 

Animated Project Design Upgrades, 

 Rendering of historic design for Site C 

 Rendering of upgraded design for Site C 

 Animation: 

- Repositioned generation station and spillway 

- Concrete buttress 

- Overflow auxiliary spillway 

- Centre dividing wall in spillway 

===================================================

= 



 
Qualvr0020212  

   

 Qualifications of Vernon Ruskin  

-----------------------.  

Education   

 PhD ( U.London ), M.Com(U.Toronto) and BSc(U.London).  

   

Teaching Experience= UBC (Vancouver) ,I taught“ Engineering Economics” for 14 years 

part time . I taught :Engineering Economics: for 2 years part time for  the Association of 

BC Professional Engineers 

 

Professional Experience =41 years full time  

       I am retired and  probably the only  Canadian  professional engineer still alive who 

was personally involved in the 1955-64  engineering   for the Columbia  River Treaty, 

signed by US Pres Eisenhower and Canada PM  Diefenbaker, ratified in 1964 by BC 

Premier W.A.C. Bennett  with far-sighted terms which proved to be of immense value to 

generations of BC, and US citizens.  

        I planned  every one of the power plants BCH uses today,.  Which BC Hydro now 

calls „heritage plants‟      

       I  was former  Director of Planning ,of BC Hydro‟s predecessor private utility company, 

the BC Electric Company. I headed a 45-person planning and analysis team engaged in 

the analysis  of alternative technical, economic, and political strategies leading up to the 

first Columbia River Treaty between Canada and the United States.   

I reported to Tom Ingledow, Chief Engineer, and Dal Grauer, President of BC Electric – 

both famous in the annals of electricity development and supply in  BC .  

        Our work was instrumental in the negotiation of the International Treaty between 

Canada and the United States which paid for the construction of dams and reservoirs on 

the Columbia River in Canada and which today returns about $400 million annually to 

British Columbia, for the generation of approximately 500 Mw of electrical energy at 

Bonneville Power Administration in the USA 

          I  also worked    5 years in Toronto  on hydro power plant design , planning, 

equipment procurement and project management.  

            I  also worked for Middle West Service Co ,Chicago, and later on subcontracts for 

Zinder & Co Washington DC. two consulting companies specializing in utilities  and 

pipelines 

. 

        In1961, I  formed my own small consulting company in Vancouver ,V.W. Ruskin & 

Associates (VRA)  

      VRA was retained to build the first computer model in Canada of all  

 proposed and existing dams and plants on the Columbia in Canada and 

 the US to check the downstream benefits at request of Gen MacNaughton  

 

Between 1961-1982 I  consulted  for  21 years for 31 different public and  

private gas and electric utilities and pipeline clients in Canada and US 

 (** names Pl see below  

.    

 I gave engineering evidence , dealing with  

 BCUC Vancouver, NEB in Ottawa, PUC  Olympia, WA, FPC in Washington DC . , 

 

 In 1974  I  formed ABC Management Systems Inc in Bellingham,WA and later 

opened sales offices in Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago, Atlanta and Cincinatti, ,  



              Between 1982 and 1991 ,I developed  maintenance management computer 

systems for over 100  companies in US, Canada and offshore,  

.  

          I was a registered Professional Engineer in BC, Ontario and the State of Washington  

          I retired from full time engineering consulting in 1991.                

 

           Now retired, I still do  part time  consulting  work 

 Also  part time 2009-12 I did  research for writing a book on”Clean Energy Starvation in 

the Midst of Plenty” “Needless Global warming” , I‟m still looking for publisher***  

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

** Clients ,  BCHydro, Washington Water Power ,Saskatchewan Power Corp, West 

Kootenay Power Co, San Diego Gas &Electric, Con Edison, Portland General 

Electric, Metropolitain Utility District, Boston Gas, Providence Gas, Brooklyn 

Union ,Lone Star Gas, Alagasco, Southern California  Gas ,Cascade Natural Gas, 

Mountain Fuel Supply Co, Inland Gas, Union Gas. Plains Western Gas, Lakeland 

Gas, Gaz Metro ,Gaz du Quebec ,Northern& Central Gas, Consumers Gas, 

Westcoast Transmission, Washington Nat Gas, Trans Canada Pipelines 

,Transmountain Pipelines, Gt.Winnipeg Gas, Minnegasco, Peoples Gas  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

*** As one of the engineers who helped orchestrate the Columbia River Treaty, 

signed by Eisenhower & Diefenbaker   51 years ago,  bringing billions of dollars to 

B.C., plus  flood control & hydro power to the USA, I offer my thoughts on B.C.‟s 

electric power strategy today. 

      Here sits British Columbia, with  50,000 gwhrs  of untapped,  relatively 

inexpensive, clean, carbon-free, hydroelectric  energy, enough for 4.5 million 

homes &  13million people -- unused.  It‟s surplus we won‟t need for many years.  

We should generate &  sell it,  – to Alberta or  California.  (* 1) 

       There sit  48 million people in  three States, ( CA,WA,OR)  planning multiple  

gas- fired  electric plants, shooting  millions of  tons of carbon skywards, 

increasing  smog &, health  problems.                           

         In 2014  the Columbia  River Treaty is up for re-negotation  -- a “never to be 

repeated” opportunity for  us to offer the Americans about 13,000 gwhrs  at an  

“inflation-proof”price for 30 years.,(like BC Premier Bennett  in 1964) 

         In 30 years it could save California about  $ 12 billion in  electric bills, 480 

million tons of Carbon emissions adding to GLOBAL warming – and make BC 

prosperous like Alberta.  Unlike Alberta‟s, BC‟s energy surplus  is  sustainable:”Its  

rain and snow falling  free from the sky ”    

          US politicans are heading into an election year. I think they would 

appreciate the idea of long-term inflation-proof electrical energy, & avoiding 

millions of  tons of carbon  shooting skywards,  

            There‟s  a  WIN/WIN  US/CANADA Columbia River Treaty renewal deal to 

be done.   Canada‟ and US should pursue it aggressively. 

 C  Mar 2 2012 V.Ruskin 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
   

  Here  sits  Canada/BC, with well over 50,000 gwhrs  of untapped clean , carbon-free , 

renewable  hydro electric energy, enough for 4.5 million homes and 13 million people (Ref  ), 

It’s surplus that  4.5 million people in  the Province of BC (British Columbia ) wont need for 

many years 

       There sit    37 million people in CA , 4 in OR and 7 in WA, , who  plan to add many  gas- 

fired  electric power plants , which  shoot  millions of  tons of Carbon skywards.,adding to 

global warming, causing smog ,pollution and health  problems  

     In 2014  the Columbia  River Treaty is up for re-negotation,   An ideal “never come again” 

opportunity for Canada/BC  to offer US  13000 gwhrs ,(about a quarter of BC surplus)of 

untapped clean carbon free Hydro, at a fixed “inflation-proof” price for 30 years ,to save 

building 3000 MW                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

more gas  fired power plants in  US  and save Carbon emissions , It’s enough  clean hydro to 

supply  1 million homes and 3 million Californians. Ditto or WA or OR. 

        That   would not only  save 16 million tons /year of carbon  pollution and lessen global 

warming  ,but  also save CA an estimated  $ 12 Billion  in gas fuel cost and  electric bills, 

over 30 years . 

 it could  also make BC” energy--prosperous” like Alberta, from$ Billions  worth of  renewable 

,sustainable   clean  hydro ,not  just export depleting non-sustainable  gas , oil, minerals 
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Daveref060111  

Refs 

> From: skip salty <skipsalty@yahoo.com> 

> Subject: CRT Refs 

 Update to   Feb 2012 
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> *1, Ruskin, Vernon. Transcript  statement on Columbia to 
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> *2.HEARNS, Glen, “The Columbia River Treaty: A Synopsis 

> of Structure and Operations” 15 September, 2008 
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http://www.ccrf.ca/assets/docs/pdf/hearns_crt_structure_final_20
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> rights,citizens and future generations are protected.  

>  

> 29/Tim%20Newton%20Water%20Nexus .Columbia Basin Trust 

> Cancel DSB 2024 earliest 

>        Flood Control 8,5 MAF used,Protocol-2024Use US 
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> 33/Power Plants: Characteristics and Costs 
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>  

> =================================== 

> 35/   

> Columbia River Treaty Past and Future 

> John M. Hyde, P.E. 

>  HYDROVISION – JULY 2010  

> Hyde give added refs 
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>356. B.C. Hydro & Power Authority and C.S.P.E. 

http://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/RL34746.pdf
http://www.reuters.com/.../utilities-pge-oakley-idUSN2120777720110121
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> 3510. Keenleyside, Dr. Hugh L. (1964), The Columbia River 

> Agreement 

> 3511. CRT Entities (annually 1964 to 2009), Annual Report of 

> the U.S. and Canadian Entities 

>3512. CRT Permanent Engineering Board (annually from 1964 to 

> 2008) Annual Reports to the Governments of the 

> U.S. and Canada 

>3513. Johnson, Ralph W. (1966), The Canada-U.S. Controversy 

> Over the Columbia River, Washington Law Review. 

> 3514. Krutilla, John V. (1967), Columbia River Treaty, The 

> Economics of an International River Basin Development 

>3515. CRT Entities (annually from 1970 to 2009 for 1969-70 to 

> 2013-14 operating years), Assured Operating Plan 

> and Determination of Downstream Power Benefits 

> 3516. CRT Entities (annually from 1969 to 2009 for operating 

> years 1969-70 to 2009-10), Detailed Operating Plan 

> 3517. Waterfield, Donald (1970), Continental Waterboy: The 

> Columbia River Controversy 

>3518. Nelson, M.L. and Rockwood, D.M. (1971), Flood 

> Regulation by Columbia Treaty Projects, Proceedings of the 
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> Aspects of the Columbia River project 

> 3520. Keenleyside, Dr. Hugh L. (1974), Ten Years Later – 

> The Results of the Columbia River Treaty 
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> 3522. Norwood, Gus (1981), Columbia River Power for the 

> People 

> 3523. Swainson, Neil A. (1986), The Columbia River Treaty - 

> Where Do We Go From Here? 

> 3524. Tollefson, Gene (1987), Struggle for Power at Cost 

> 3525. Hyde, John (1988), Summary of Entity Agreements on 

> Principles & Procedures for Preparation of AOP/DDPB 
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> 3526. B.C. Hydro (1988), Benefit/Cost Analysis of the Sale of 
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> the Columbia River Downstream Benefits 

> 3527. BPA and B.C. Hydro (1990), Agreement Relating to 1) Use 

> of Columbia River Non-Treaty Storage, 2) Mica 

> and Arrow Reservoir Refill Enhancement, and 3) Initial 

> Filling of Non-Treaty Reservoirs 

> 3528. McDonald, J.D. (1993), Storm Over High Arrow, Hall 

> Printing 

> 3529. BPA (1993), Power System Coordination, A Guide to the 

> PNW Coordination Agreement 

> 3530. BPA (1995), Daily/Hourly Hydrosystem Operation 

> 3531. White, Richard (1995), The Organic Machine: The 

> Remaking of the Columbia River 

> 3532. Bankes, Nigel (1996), Columbia Basin and the Columbia 

> River Treaty: Canadian Perspectives in the 1990’s 

> 3533. Harden, Blaine (1996), A River Lost, The Life and Death 

> of the Columbia 

> 3534. Volkman, John M(1997), River in Common, The Columbia 

> River, The Salmon Ecosystem and Water Policy 

> 3535. Buchal, James L. (1997), The Great Salmon Hoax 

> 3536. Pitzer, Paul C. (1999), Negotiating the Columbia River 

> Treaty, Essays included in World Commission on Dams, 

> WCD Case Studies: Grand Coulee Dam and Columbia Basin 

> Project, USA circulation draft, December 

> 3537. Luce, Charles (2000), My Years with the BPA 

> 3538. BPA (2001), Inside Story 

> 3539. Muckleston, Keith W. (2002), International Management 

> in the Columbia River System, UNESCO/IHP/WWAP 

> 3540. Volkman, John M. (2002), The Columbia: the Once and 

> Future River 

> 3541. Paisley, Richard (2002), Adversaries Into Partners: 

> International Water Law and the Equitable Sharing of 

> Downstream Benefits, Melbourne Journal of International 

> Law 

> 3542. CRT U.S. Entity (2003), Columbia River Treaty Flood 

> Control Operating Plan 

> 3543. CRT Entities (2003), Entity Agreement on Principles and 

> Procedures for Preparation and Use of Hydroelectric 

> Operating Plans for Canadian Treaty Storage 

> 3544. Ketchum, K.J. and Barroso, L.A. (2006), The CRT – an 

> example of effective cross-border river regulation 

> 3545. Hearns, Glen (2008), Canadian Columbia River Forum, The 

> Columbia River Treaty: A Synopsis of Structure, 

> Content, & Operations 

> 3546. McKinney, M., Baker, L., Buvel, A., Fischer, A., 

> Foster, D., & Paulu, C. (2009) Managing Transboundary 

> Natural Resources: An Assessment of the Need to Revise and 

> Update the Columbia River Treaty, Univ. of 
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> Montana Public Policy Research Institute 

> 3547. Shurts, John (2009), Rethinking the Columbia River 

> Treaty 

> 3548. Northwest Power & Conservation Council (2009), 

> Columbia River History, Columbia River Treaty) 

> 3549. Hyde, J. and Rea, M., Siu, T., and Ruff, J. (2009), 

> Columbia River Treaty, From Here to Where? American 

> Water Resources Association conference in Seattle WA. 

> 3550. CRT related websites at: http://www.nwd-

wc.usace.army.mil/PB/PEB_08/crt.htm , 

> http://www.empr.gov.bc.ca/EAED/EPB/Pages/CRT.aspx , and 

> http://www.crt2014-2024review.gov/Default.aspx 

-------------------------------------------------- 

 

Ref 36 /Columbia River Lectures SFU 1074 

> Lecture #11 Ray Wiliston Minister of Lands,Forests and Water 

Resources 

transcribed by Dania Robinson Jan 2011 ,BC Hydro 

Douglas.Robinson@bchydro.com, Secretary ,Canadian Entity, 

Columbia River Treaty . shows history , engineering, finanicial and 

political wrangling between BC,Fed Canada,US until treaty signed 1961 and ratified 1963-4 /    -

Minister Williston :” BC had  big power surplus ,so Premier WAC Bennett                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

refused to ratify treaty till 1964, until it took  BPA 3 years to sell BC’s downstream power  

entitlement to a consortium of 68 US private and public utilities”Ref 36       

        .   -BCH  Keenleyside ;”5 different engineering companies produced 100 

permutations and combination of dams  and we finally chose 4 “ 

(Mica, Revelstoke plus 2 dams originally without generators.( Arrow and Duncan) 

    -BC Hydro  Chairman Shrum,  “Don’t blame me ,Dr Keenleyside or Premier WAC 

Bennett, we are not engineers. Looking back , the one thing we failed to do was to get 

experienced BC Electric engineers as advisors. The Americans had topflight engineers 

from US Army Corps Engineers advising them.  

      -Sr BC ADM McNabb :  .the most economic diversion…. at the Canal Flats..about 1 

mile…there was at one time a vey shallow navigation canal built across the divide…so 

it’s not much of an engineering problem to put in almost a dike across/  

……Arrow(Keenleyside) provided  a very effective buffer between Canadian 

generating system…and the US system/..I don’t know whether it is in our long-term 

interest to …get theMaximum generation ..in Canada..to operate totally connected 

,totally reliant on the US…/.Arrow ..storage is proving critical ….that  we can develop… 

maximum power in Canada and still meet our downstream commitments ..”  

 

Ref 37   BCH  application  to BCUC july 2011for Dawson Creek/Chetwynd Area    

Transmission Project, Appendix I Rate Impact Model” Sched 27 item 12    Shows Future 

Revenue requirements for “Typical Customer Bill” with “ F2010 = 100%”  and projects u  1 to 

25 years to 2035 ,91% incr 10 years,192% in 25 yrs. Says  Bear wind farms are “undependable”  

- 

Ref 38 “.Ask Janet” 

,http://blog.yukonenergy.ca/blog/could_wind_be_our_main_energy_source/=wind farm cost app 

http://www.nwd-wc.usace.army.mil/PB/PEB_08/crt.htm
http://www.nwd-wc.usace.army.mil/PB/PEB_08/crt.htm
http://www.empr.gov.bc.ca/EAED/EPB/Pages/CRT.aspx
http://www.crt2014-2024review.gov/Default.aspx
http://us.mc1136.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=Douglas.Robinson@bchydro.com
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20 c per kwhr=$200 per mwhr ,double cost of ror hydro, and works only 20-40 % if there is enough 

wind, so needs 60 to 80 % backup power plant 

Ave Outages in north app 5.5 per year at .67 hours due to lightming .ice, elect storms 

 

Ref 39  Information Session Duncan Dam Operations RDCK presentationJanuary 2007 Nelson, B.C.Vlad 

Plesa –BC Hydro, Operation Planning 

 

Ref 40 Review of BC Hydro June 2011“ Minister Coleman ordered ,panel  review by  3 bc 

government deputy ministers and  reported to Premier Clark  June-Aug 2011.pdf(868.35 

KB) including 

     power call for Independent Power Producer energy (long-term contract  Energy Allocation     Cost per 

Megawatt Hour  Latest $124,       Wholesale market price (Mid C spot market price)(figures from the 

calendar year of 2010) $4.34 - $52.43    ,Site C (expected for BC Hydro owned asset) $87 - $95 (NPV) 

cost 7.8 billion  1100mw 

             Ref 41, Ruskin,Vernon. ,“Thermal Plants For Firming Up Hydro” recommended by American   .            

Institute  of Electrical Engineers Committee on Power Generation, for presentation at .      .            ,             

the AIEE Winter .   .             General Meeting in New York,  January 21 ,1957  

Ref 42, Ruskin ,Vernon ,Transcript Statement on Burrard to BCUC,June2.2010 

 

Ref 43 Trevor Williams.,BC’s Site C Hydro Project,Tuesday, 20 April 2010  

Green Muze,   “Site C will provide 900 megawatts .. 4,600  (GWh)  The business plan estimates Site C will create 

7,650 direct construction jobs, and up to 35,000 direct and indirect jobs. 

 

Ref 44 BCH Application to BCUC F2011 

 

Ref 45 BCH Application to BCUC F2012-2014 

 

Ref 46  BC Govt passed Bill 17  2010-11 neuters BCUC,only BC govt decides re IPP conrtacts, Peace R. Site C , 

shutdown of Burrad Thermal ,exports,” Clean energy Act” re  avoid GHG Carbon emission etc 

 

Ref 47   Ruskin,V, “Clean Energy Starvation in the Midst of Plenty” Needless Global Warming”  I am writing 

book with backup details; haven t got publisher yet, basic idea=   Here  sits  Canada/BC, with well over 

50,000 gwhrs  of untapped clean , carbon-free , renewable  hydro electric energy, enough for 4.5 

million homes and 13 million people (Ref  ), Its surplus that  4 million people in  the Province of BC 

(British Columbia ) wont need for many years/      There sit    37 million people in CA , 4 in OR and 

7 in WA, , who  plan to add many  gas- fired  electric power plants , which  shoot  millions of  tons 

of Carbon skywards.,adding to global warming, causing smog ,pollution and health  problems 

      Why  not export   13000 gwhrs ,(about a quarter of BC surplus)of untapped clean 

carbon free Hydro, at a fixed “inflation-proof” price for 30 years ,to save building 3000 MW                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

more gas  fired power plants in  US that would otherwise be built, It’s enough to supply  1 

million homes and 3 million Californians.Ditto or WA or OR./  

       That   would not only  save 16 million tons /year of carbon  pollution and lessen global 

warming  ,but  also save CA an estimated  $ 12 Billion  in gas fuel cost and  electrc bills, 

over 30 years . At same time it would boost BC energy export by $billions  
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Ref 48  letter 092111 from BC Premier Christy  Clark to Vernon Ruskin referring matter to 

Energy  Minister Coleman 




